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 The purpose of this study is to propose theoretical flow models between 
axial fan blades ,especially flat-type ones and to verify the models by flow 
visualization analysis.  
  The theoretical models can calculate axial velocity including inlet velocity 
and induced velocity. The inlet velocity of a rotating axial fan, under  a 
condition of solidity σ<1, can be estimated using fan blade specifications as 
follows: number of blades, chord length, installation angle, and blade outlet 
angle. The induced velocity, under  a condition of L/D<0.04(L means axial 
length of axial fan blades and D means diameter of the axial fan), can be 
calculated by the propeller theory based on lifting line theory. Flow quantity 
of axial fans can be determined by integral of the axial velocity.  
  The flow visualization is an experimental study that will clarify vectors of 
the real flow around the blades consists of two steps as follows: first is flow 
image acquisition around rotating blades using an image rotating system, and 
second is vectors acquisition from the images using PIV analysis. In this 
experiment, an axial fan whose L/D is approximately 0.03 and number of 
blades is eleven was used. The axial velocity measured by the visualization 
has good agreement with the theoretical axial velocity.  
  A new flat-type axial fan whose L/D is approximately 0.018 and number of 
blades is twenty three has been designed using the theoretical models. The 
new fan achieved higher volume than that of a similar design fan of the 
conventional fan. 
  It is concluded that the theoretical models enable us to design flat-type axial 





































理論の適用範囲（ソリディティσ < 1、軸流ファンブレードの軸方向長さL と
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１．学位論文題目（外国語の場合は和訳を付けること。） 
     薄型軸流ファンにおける軸方向流速分布解析に関する研究                                    
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３．審査結果の要旨（600～650 字） 
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